cvad preview schedule

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

9:00 – 9:30 AM
GRAPHIC DESIGN INFORMATION SESSION, Room 365
FASHION DESIGN INFORMATION SESSION, Room 250
METALSMITHING AND JEWELRY INFORMATION SESSION, Room 172

9:00 – 10:00 AM
INTERIOR DESIGN DEMONSTRATION*: Virtual Reality Spaces, Room 255

9:00 AM – NOON
CERAMICS DEMONSTRATION*: Wheel Throwing, CVAD Courtyard
CVAD ART FOUNDATIONS, Draw-a-Thon*, Room 319
CVAD STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS*, CVAD Courtyard
DRAWING AND PAINTING DEMONSTRATION*: Figure Drawing, Room 466
METALSMITHING AND JEWELRY WORKSHOP*: Stamping, Room 170
PRINTMAKING DEMONSTRATION*: Screen Printing, Room 266
NEW MEDIA ART DEMO*: Virtual Reality/Generative Video, Room 354
xREZ ART SCIENCE LAB DEMO*: Virtual Reality Demos, Room 255
SCULPTURE WORKSHOP*: Cast Fingers, Room 153

9:30 – 10:00 AM
ART EDUCATION “GUIDED LOOKING,” Texas Fashion Collection, Room 259
ART HISTORY INFORMATION SESSION, Room 288
CERAMICS INFORMATION SESSION, Room 358
PHOTOGRAPHY INFORMATION SESSION, Room 359
SCULPTURE INFORMATION SESSION, Room 151
USER EXPERIENCE INFORMATION SESSION, Room 282

9:30 – 10:30 AM
GRAPHIC DESIGN DEMONSTRATION*: Brainstorming/Matrix, Room 367

9:30 – 11:00 AM
FASHION DESIGN STUDIO TOUR*: Room 250
GRAPHIC DESIGN DEMONSTRATION*: Letterpress Printing, Room 276

10:00 – 10:30 AM
ART EDUCATION INFORMATION SESSION, Room 182
CVAD ART FOUNDATIONS GENERAL INFORMATION SESSIONS, Room 384
INTERDISCIPLINARY ART AND DESIGN STUDIES PRESENTATION: Getting a Job in the Arts, Room 258
INTERIOR DESIGN INFORMATION SESSION, Room 265
DRAWING AND PAINTING INFORMATION SESSION, Room 456
NEW MEDIA ART INFORMATION SESSION, Room 356
PRINTMAKING INFORMATION SESSION, Room 275

10:00 – 11:00 AM
USER EXPERIENCE DEMONSTRATION*: Eye-Tracking, Room 284

10:00 AM – NOON
GRAPHIC DESIGN WORKSHOP*: Letterpress Printing, Room 276
PHOTOGRAPHY DEMONSTRATION*: Studio Lighting, Room 350

10:30 – 11:00 AM
ART EDUCATION “GUIDED LOOKING,” Words Pictures: Vernon Fisher, CVAD Art Gallery, Room 160

11:00 AM – NOON
GRAPHIC DESIGN INFORMATION SESSION, Room 365

10:30 – 11:30 AM
INTERIOR DESIGN DEMONSTRATION*: Virtual Reality Spaces, Room 255

11:00 – 11:30 AM
ART HISTORY INFORMATION SESSION, Room 288
CERAMICS INFORMATION SESSION, Room 358
FASHION DESIGN INFORMATION SESSION, Room 250
PHOTOGRAPHY INFORMATION SESSION, Room 359
SCULPTURE INFORMATION SESSION, Room 151
USER EXPERIENCE INFORMATION SESSION, Room 282

11:00 AM – NOON
GRAPHIC DESIGN DEMONSTRATION*: Brainstorming/Matrix, Room 367

11:30 AM – NOON
ART EDUCATION INFORMATION SESSION, Room 182
ART HISTORY INFORMATION SESSION, Room 288
CVAD ART FOUNDATIONS INFORMATION SESSION, Room 384
DRAWING AND PAINTING INFORMATION SESSION, Room 456
INTERDISCIPLINARY ART AND DESIGN STUDIES PRESENTATION: Getting a Job in the Arts, Room 258
INTERIOR DESIGN INFORMATION SESSION, Room 265
DRAWING AND PAINTING INFORMATION SESSION, Room 456
NEW MEDIA ART INFORMATION SESSION, Room 356
PRINTMAKING INFORMATION SESSION, Room 275

* PLEASE FEEL FREE TO COME AND GO

STUDENT, FACULTY, AND PROFESSIONAL WORK IS ON DISPLAY IN GALLERIES, HALLWAYS AND CLASSROOMS. PLEASE EXPLORE.